
 

 

 

INTEGRATED HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 

2022-2023 

Grade IX 

 

Dear parents/students,  

Greetings from Pallavi International School! 

The advent of summers is the beginning of New session! New hopes! New aspirations! The 

scintillating performance of our students at the national levels reconfirms our vision to 

empower, enthuse and excel. 

Excellence can only be achieved if the time is utilized wisely. A blissful summer break is 

here. It is the right time for honing skills and talents. We want all Pallavians to be global 

citizens, groomed up to be effective change agents of the society. With this sight the theme of 

this year’s holiday activities is Sustainable Development Goals 2030, proposed by UN. The 

holiday activities have been designed to ignite your thought process and make you aware of 

the global concerns. 

 



 

 

The Sustainable Development Goals are the blueprint to achieve a better and more sustainable 

future for all. They address the global challenges we face, including poverty, inequality, 

climate change, environmental degradation, peace and justice. Learn more and act. 

Some pointers to remember 

1.Holiday Homework is a part of subject enrichment and will be assessed based on creativity 

and efforts of the students. 

2. Enhance your speaking skills and vocabulary by conversing in English with your family 

and friends. Reading is essential for those who seek to rise above the ordinary.  

3.Spend your quality time reading purposeful books. 

4. A beautiful handwriting makes a good impression. Practice one page of English and Hindi 

and Telugu handwriting daily. 

5. Schedule your time for activities so that there is no piling up for the last moment. 

6. Practice being a change by contributing to the community by sharing your knowledge. 

7. Holiday homework should be your authentic creative work. 

8. Prepare an attractive file folder and arrange your holiday homework in it. Submit the folder 

to your class teacher on school reopening day. 

Theme of the Holiday task: 

Decent work and Economic growth 

Let us think what makes a job decent. To get going, kindly watch the following short video: 

https://youtu.be/PEWrqoOMju0 

Watch the above video and answer the following questions: 

1. What do you think makes a job decent? 

2. Why or why not? 

3. Summarise some of the key features of decent jobs. 

 

 Skills and attributes: Critical thinking – Exploring the meaning of ‘decent jobs’. 

 Learning aims and objectives:To investigate how social enterprises create decent jobs. 

 Curriculum covered: English, Math, Science, Social and IT 

 

Key Points for Pre-reading: 

• The Sustainable Development Goals highlight the most important social and environmental 

challenges that the world is facing. 

 • Social enterprises are businesses, but their main purpose is to address an important social or 

environmental challenge.  

• An important aspect of social enterprises is to create decent jobs and fair employment 

conditions – these are jobs that workers freely choose to do, that pay a reasonable salary for a 

reasonable number of working hours, for completing tasks that are appropriately difficult. 

Sometimes social enterprises employ people from disadvantaged backgrounds. 

https://youtu.be/PEWrqoOMju0


 

 

Task 1: English 

Topic -Facing the Future 

 

1. Case Study 

Research and write a descriptive essay on how people took up decent work and 

sustained during pandemic years 2020-21 with relevant pictures and data. 

2. Design a poster promising decent work, working hours and pay for women in your 

startup company. 

3. Design a comic strip on any three challenges and solutions for Decent Work. 

  

Task 2: Math 

Collect the data about Employment and Unemployment rate of  year 2021 for the following 

states and draw the double bar graph. 

Name of the states:  Maharashtra, Karnataka, Kerala, Gujarat, Haryana 

                                                          (OR) 

Collect the data about literacy rate of male and female of year 2020  for any  five states of 

India and draw the bar graph and also find its average. 

 

Task 3: Science 

Sustained and inclusive economic growth is necessary for achieving sustainable 

development. 

Biological Science : 

                   

 

Organic Cotton for Employment, Growth and Environment 

Is Organic cotton sustainable? Can organic cotton supply the market an environmentally 

friendly atmosphere? 



 

 

Organic cotton - a journey towards eco-friendly textiles 

Do a research on the topics mentioned above and write your views in detailed manner. 

The work can be submitted in the form of magazine / scrap book / articles/collage 

work/explanation through model making / poster making / flip book making. 

Note: The poster making has to be done on A3 size paper with neat borders based on the 

theme given. 

Select any one option and do the assigned task neatly and don’t use sketch pens to write the 

matter. (Use sketch pens/colour pencils only for headings.) 

Overall assigned work should be neat, use innovative & creative thinking. 

Physical science 

Our reliance on energy to supply power for our homes and businesses requires a 

fundamental shift towards renewable and sustainable energy. The transition to renewable 

energy could create new jobs, while at the same time reducing emission levels and providing 

millions of people worldwide with access to sustainable energy. 

 

Task 4: Social Studies 

We know the essential 4 requirements of production. Think about the labour. Do men and 

women get equal wages? Quote your answer from Ram Kali and Dala Economics text book 

grade 9 Chapter 1 The Story of the Village Palampur, page 8 ? Will their situation remain the 

same if they were educated? Give reasons to your answer. 

Create your blog on Word Press on the non farming activity of your village.  

OR 

Make a short video to show how the spread of electricity has made the life of the villagers 

easy. 

 

Task 5: Information Technology 

Draw a picture or cartoon image of a modern entrepreneur by using any of the painting /Graphics 

Software and list the skills and qualities that this person might need in order to be successful.  

(or)  

Create a cartoon story of a successful entrepreneur. Use any graphic tool as you wish.  

 

 

 



 

 

Task 5: Hindi / Telugu 

 

उतृ्कष्ट कार्य और आर्थयक वृद्धि पर  र्िबंध और अपिे र्पता से साक्षात्कार र्िर्िए  र्ित्र सर्ित  - 

ప్రస్తుత సమాజంలో నిజాయితితో కష్టరడి  మంచిగా ఉంటూ , ఆర్థకి వృద్ధ ిసాధంచిన  

ఎవరైనా ఒక వయ క్త ుని మీరు ఎంపిక చేస్తకొని తన గుర్థంచి సమప్రంగా రాయండి . 

(మీకు అవగాహన ఉనన  వయ క్త ు )                                                                                

& 

అలంటి వాళ్ళ ను చూసి మీరు ఏమి  నేరుు కునాన రో  లేదా  నేరుు కోవాలను 

కుంటునాన రో  కూడా రాయండి . 

 

Happy Summer! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thanks, and regards 

Class Teacher 

 

 


